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Poets as Experimental Geographers: Mark Norvak,
Kaia Sand and the Re-composition of
Political-Historical Space
Jules Bovkoff
Abstract: This essay explores how poets tefashion space, pressìng poetical experience
in a political direction. Examining the r.,,ork ofUS-based poers Mark \orvak ánd Kaia
Sand, I analyze politicaÌ-poetical inteñ,entions that conceftedly push poems be¡rond
the page and into history-drenched spaces of dissenr_ Along rhe way I explore rhe
folloring themes: how poetry can su(cp.iriously sÌide inro social proresì againsr
neoliberal capitalism rvithout steppmg onto the sÌippery slope of didacticism: horv
poetic intenentions can galvanize a polÌrical scale shift f¡om the local to rhe global
and back again; horv poets make lactical ìlse ofrecombination and recontex¡ualiza¡ion
to lomeûr formally innovative plarl'o¡ms for pohtics. Nowak and Sand uncover the
sociaÌ ¡elationships embedded in space, concenedly eschewing the idea of poet as
expert, iostead favouring the pracdce ofpoet as rigorous investigaror o f socio -polirr cal
relations- Rather than claimirg aurhorial autboriry. rhey inspire audrence partìtipation
by embracing a tacrical position ofamateùr.
Key names and concepts: Ma¡k Nowak, Kaia Sand; poetry, pùblic space, scale, space.

His¡ory is the scaffold on u,hich an and wr.iting grow.
(Maühe\'! Sradle¡ 2008: xx)

Spatial politics are forged on the anvil of social relations and are
vibrating with all-too-often unacknowledged historical muitiplicity.
Yet spatial politics are also hammered out on the anvil of poeticalaftistic practice in ways that honour open-endedness, scale-shiftìng,
and inexpertdom. This essay explores hor.v poets refashion space,
pressing poeticai experíence and aesthetic relations in a political
direction. Focusing on the t'ork of two contemporary US-based poets
Mark Nowak and Kaia Sand I examine political-poetical
interventions that conceÍedly push poems beyond the page and into
history-drenched spaces of dissent. Along the way, I consider the
following questions: how can poetry surreptitiously slide into social
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*ithout stepping onto the slippery
poetic
interuentions galvanize a
didacticism? How can

protest against neoliberal capitalism

slope of
political scale shift from the local to the global and back again? What
methods of presentation and dissemination are these poets ûsing to
provoke political-poelic interaction?
Both Nowak and Sand make tactical use of recombination and
recontextualization to construct formally innovative pìatforms for
political dissent. Both writer-activists uncover the social relationships
that are embedded in space as they eschew the idea of poet as expert,
instead favouring the practice of poet as rigorous investigator of the
socio-political relations that inflect both abstract and corporeal space.
Rather than claiming authonal authority and triggering the tyranny of
the onniscient expert, these poets encourage participation on the part
of their audiences by embracing a tactical position of amateur. In
doing so, both foreground the ephemeral process of social interaction
as informed citizen, subtly shifting the locus ofpower to the audience,
transforming bystanders into meaning-makers. Both Noq,ak and Sand
knit formations of presence and absence, intertrvining the past and the
present in an effort to create, in the words of Henri Lefebvre (1991:
367), "forces that run counter to a given strategy" as they engage in
"establishing 'counter-space' within a particular space" of material
and discursive unevenness. While place and space are often organized
in Þays that prevent lateral, collective connections, these writers resist
the ingratiating processes of social control and political cooptation,
creating Lefeb\,re-esque "coDnter-spaceJ' (383) that are "designed to
thwafi strategies, p1ans, and programs imposed from above".
Key aspects ofthese poets'lvork cannot be grasped or grappled
nsing conventional literary theory and the vocabulary of poetry
criticism. In this essay I argue that there are contemporary poets
whose u'ork we gain greater anal¡ical leverage on if viewed through a
visual-art prism even though poetry is usually not examined in the
same fieid as site-specific art practice. Art historian Miwon Kwon's
description of the three dominant paradigms of site-specific anistic
practice under late capitalism is equally relevant to contemporary
poets interested in spatial politics and political-poetic intervention
Kwon (2004: 60-69) asserts the first distinct paradigrn is the "art-inpublic-places model" whereby gallery sculptures were expanded into
mammoth replicas that were plunked into public spaces like parks and
squares in order to bring art to a broader audience. This approach

foregrounded the aesthetic and was derisively dubbed "plop art" by its
c¡itics. The second paradigm Kwon discusses is the "af-as-publicspaces approach" in rvhich site-specifìcity became a key determinant
in what art went where. Smooth integration into the space
and
sometimes even art with use-value
was heralded as the -way to
bring art to the public; functionalism -trumped aesthetics. Thi¡d, Ku'on
describes the "art-in-public-interest model", which leatures a collective,

collaborative spirit across a wide range of media. Suzanne Lacy
(1995: 19) dubbed rhis approach "new genre public arr" in order to
distinguish i in borh lonn and intenrion ñom whar has been called
"public arr"
a rerm used .. . to describe sculptuie and insrallatioûs
sited in public- places. Unlike much ofwhat has heretofore been calÌed
public an, nerv genre public art
visÙal art lhar ùses borh r¡aditional
and nont¡aditional media to conlmunicale
and inteaaci with a broad
and diversified aûdience abou¡ issues di¡ectlv relevant to thei¡ hves ,
is based on engagement.

While Lacy limits thís last paradigm to "visual aftists", I argue ir
should be widened to include poets working with and through spatial

politics, It should be noted thât these are neither cast-iron categories,
nor a clean, linear history- Rather than a strict periodization, these
three paradigns overlap each other and can be at work simuhaneously
across the range of artistic practice, or even u,ithin a pafticular projecr
(Kwon 2004: 30).

These poets' work also sits sturdrly on the mantle of'telational
aesthetics". Nicolas Bourriaud (2002: 14) argues that "relational art"
emerging in the 1990s takes "as its theoretical horizon the realm of
human interactions and its social context, rather than the assertion of
an independent ànd private symbolic space". This work foregrounds
sociability, encounter, interactivity, and open-endedness in the name

oi building

transitory micro-communities, a "social inte¡stice", or

"everyday micro-utopias" (16, 3 1). Bourriaud asserts,
As pafi of a 'i elationist" rheory ofart, inrer-subjecrivity does rot only
represent the social setting fo¡ the reÈeprion of aú, which is irs

''envìronment''.

lts "field"

(Bourdieu),

quintessence of aìtisitc practice. (22)

bùt aÌso

becomes the

As a theory, "relational aesthetics" adjudicates art "on the basis of the
human relations which they represent, produce or prompt" (112) and
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the "co-existence criterion" that transforms viewers into paÍicipants
who ask when encountering an aesthetic a¡twork "Does this work
permit me to enter into dialogue? Could I exist, and how, in the space
it defines?" (109). Both Nowak and Sand use poetry to jumpstart
collaborative, diaiogical relations that invite reflexivity and refashion
subjectivities in ways that enable participation not only in the aesthetic
intervention but also in larger political processes aimed at social

power relations. As Massey notes (2005: 59), space ìs "the dimension
of dynamic simultaneous multipLicity" and "the sphere of continuous
production and reconfiguration of heterogeneity in all its forms
diversity, subordinatìon, conflicting interests". As such, as fellow
geographer Cindi Katz states, "space is both the bearer and reinforcer
of social relations" (2001a: 1231). With that in mind, Massey argues
"the spatial is integral to the production of history, and thus to the

change,

I

also read the work of Nowak and Sand through the lens of
poiicical geography. I argue both should be viewed as avant-garde

a

penchant for geographical praxis, or, given their
willingness to take politico-aesthetic risks and assume the role of nonexpert, "expeimental geographers". Atex Villar (2009: 91) asserts,

poets $'ith

The task of the experimental geographer consists ol exposing the
absurd auìes that organìze living spaces rvhile at the same time
proposing deviaring parhs as a conÍibufon toward a rearrangement.

vectors of the situation", these experimental
geographers-slash-poets organize "activities that have in con1mon the
pursuit of unusual routes of action". Their "routes" are especiaìly
"unusual" in the context of contemporary poetry. Along the way, both

By "shifting the

poets ante up documentary poetics with a hefty dose of political
content, as they embrace an inten'entionist approach to spatial
politics, rather than taking the assimilative road more travelled. ln this
sense they embrace what Claire Bishop (2004: 79) calls "relational
antagonism" which is "predicated not on social harmony, but on
exposíng that which is repressed in sustaining the semblance of this
as much as Bourriaudian "relational aesthetics".
harmony"

-

Space, Pìace, and Poetry

As geographer Doreen Massey asserts, "society is necessarily
the spatial organization of
constructed spatially, and that fact
makes a difference to how it works" (1992: 70). Space is
society
- vessel n'aiting to be filled but rather, it is dynamic, evernot an empty
unfolding, and multiplicitous. Space is socially produced through
material and discursive praciices playing out on the uneven terrain of

possibility olpolitics"

AÌhil

(1

992: 84).

Gupta and James Ferguson discourage the idea that

spaces are autonomous, discrete, disconnected. Rather, they urge us to

explore socio-cultural change "as situated within interconnected
spaces" (1992: 8). They go on ro write, "The presumption that spaces
are autonomous has enabled the power of topography to conceai
successfully the topography of pou'er". The poets in this essay run
with Gupta and Ferguson's preferred premise, "that spaces have
always been hierarchrcally interconnected, instead of naturally
disconnected", rvhich means that "cultural and social change becomes
not a matter of cultural contact and articulation but one of rethinking
difference through connecÍton" (emphasis in original). The poets
highlighted in this essay acknowledge these hierarchical relations,
chailenging us to inteffogate difference through concertedly and
collectir eìy lorging lareraì connections.

In The Production of Space, Lefebvre (1991: 38-39) offers a
tripafüte concept of space in diaiectical tension: (l) spetiol practice
(the cohesive mareriality of space that moves betlveen the daily
routines and people's spatial competences); (2) representations oJ
space (absfract, ordered conceptions of space as mapped by architects
and urban planners), and (3) representat¡onûl spaces (,,space as
directly lived through its associated images and symbols" of the
imagination. As we shall see, all three spatial ideas come into play
through poetic practice.
This brings us to the impoÍant analytical diffe¡ence between
space and place. \4asse¡ purs it rhis uay:

If

of stories-so far. then places are
of thosc stoúes. a¡ttculations within the wtder powe¡of space. Thei¡ character g'rll be a paoduct of these

space ìs rather a simultaneity

collections
seomet es

intersections rvithin ¡hat wider setting, and of what 1s ûade of rhem.
And, too, ofthe non-meetiûgs-up, the disco¡urecdons and the relations
nor established, rhe exclusion.

All this contributes

to the specrficity

of
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place. [...] Places not as poins or ateas on maps, bìlt as integ¡alions of

space and f;me; as spatío-temporal erents. (Massey 2005: 130;
eûrphasis in orìginai)

Such a processual definition of place helps sidestep the tendency to

reify place as a thing, a localized parcel of turf. Instead, place is
conceived as a compler tapestry of perpetually emergent story, a
congregation of "throwntogethemess" rather than a coherent, pure,
fixed patch of land. Place is an ongoing "moment within power-

Geogtaphers
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Benches and other public architecture contribute to what Sze Tsung
Leong (2001: 187) calls "control space," which he describes as ',a
cartogaphy in continuous flux" that bestows "infrastructural support"
for the machinations of capital, instilling the "vicissitudes of the
market" into everyday life. It "provides the invisible mechanisms that

allow shopping to smoothly operate as much as it enables the
packaging of total environments" that encouage commercial
purchase.

geometries, as a particular constellation within tlìe wider topographies

of space" (Massey 2005: 131). Sociologist Walter J. Nicholls aptly
notes that Massey dorvnplays the telritoriaiization of place, and
instead "suggests that we begin to conceive of'space' as the sum of
concrete activities that occur in places, unevenly assembled through a
series of relational networks" (Nicholls 2009: 81). Place and its
comection to space is also vital to the social practice of numerous

interventionist artists and poets, an anchor point for rethinking
relations and rewiring resistance.
Neoliberal capitalism and its attendant social relations
if often subtly reorganize the topogaphy of space
aggressively
and place, along the way swaying our conduct and dealings The very
architecture of the city channels us toward movement and flow,
inscríbing the dictates of capital mobility. post-Fordist non-fixity
into our quotidian interactions and gestures. Urban infrastructure
- such as walku'ays, roads, subways, escalators, and elevators
-encouages mobility. The Harvard Project on the Ciry (2001: 141,
125) goes as far as to argue that "shopping - mobility" and that
"shopping is arguably the last remaining form of publtc activity".
Simultaneously, city planners attempt to facilitate commerce through
"bumprool-' barel-shaped benches that prevent the homeless from
gelting roo comfortable, which might deter potential shoppers with
their non-mobile presence.' Such benches, with thefu hard-metal
dividers and ever-sirrinking seat space, also ser-ve the double-function
of keeping shoppers on the move, as with this bench (Fig. 12) on
hlper-commercialized Commarket Street in Oxford, England

Vlike Davis describes thess "bump¡oof' benches as u'ell as other policies
sùch as randomized sprinkler systems used in Los Angeles to keep the
lìomeiess popùlation both mobile and contained (1992: 232-36)

Fig. 12: Bench on Cornmarket St¡eet in Oxlord. England, Juoe 2009
(photo credir: JuÌes BoykofÐ

Yet, simultaneously there are counterhegemonic social practices
and processes at work full-throttle. As Naomi Klein notes,
There are oppositional threads- taking lonn

in

many dìfferent

campaigas and n]ovements. The spirit they share is a radical
reclaiûing of the commons. As our coûrmùnal spaces
rolvr
squares, s!¡eets! schools, fa¡ms, planrs are displaced- by the

baliooning markeÞlace, a spirir ofresistance rs raking hold around the
world. People are recÌaiming bits of nam¡e and culrure, and sa-ving
"thrs is going to be public space". (Klein 2001 : 82 )
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Mark Nou'ak and Kaia Sand are part of this "oppositional threads"
zeitgeist, abandoning their historicâlly assigned role as page- and
stage-bound poets and embracing the politicai-poetic practice of sitespecific intervention in the name of spatial reclamation.
Recently, poetry has been discussed more lrequently and
concertedly in lenns of its spatiality. For instance, lan Davidson, in his
book ldeas of Space in Contemporatl, Poetry (2001), angles ìn on the
relationship between various ideas of space and poetry/poetics.
Davidson asserts,
those poets mosr ìnflr¡enced

socially

or

by the

sparìal tum are also the most

politrcaÌl.v engaged, and paft

of

intemational and

specifically inlemationalisr moveûents, ¡ather than necessanly major
figures in national literatures. The mosr satisfoing ¡esponses to
spatiaÌization and globalization are ftom those poets who engage with
those processes through both tbe content of their u'o¡k and rhrough
experimentatons in poetic fo.m. (2?)

Norvak and Sand embrace the "spatial tum", but they not only
spatialize formally and through poetic content, but also through living.
breathing context, or what Lefebwe called "spatial practice" (1991:
38). Spatial relations can most assrÌredly be read inward into poetic
texts, but, as these two poels demonshate, poetry can also press
outward from the "changing geographical imaginings within texts" or
"a place within the space of language" into corporeal space,
recoìstituting that space in innovative ways (Davidson 2007 26,37').2
Sometimes this politicai-poetic intervention is unsanctioned, "guerilla
poetry" that feafures the polemical, theatrical, invective, and
sloganistic. The off+he-page poetic practices of both Mark Nowak
and Kaia Sand share affinities with this "guenilla poetry" vector,
rvhile they simultaneously collaborate with their audience, slicing
against the social constrrction of frictionless space that solely serves
rampant commercialism (Boykoff and Sand 2008).

For an erample of inrvardly spatial readings of texts. see Davidson's gloss
(20071 3l-32) oÌr AÌice Notley's \çork as well as Kim Dulfs consideration
(2008) of the uùaû spatiali¡y in rhe rlork of Louis Cab¡i and Rodrigo
Toscaoo-

cts
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Mark Nowak and the Poetics of Class

Rejecting a prominent trend in contemporary poetry discourse,
USAmerican poet C. D. Wright (2007: xiv) wrote, "The popular
perception is that art is apart. I insist it is a pafi of'and that poetry's
"rÌltimate goai" ought to be "to reunite the separated with the larger
human enterprise". Mark Nowak's poetry has always adhered to this
insistence. Nor¡'ak was bom in 1964 to a Polish-American family ìn
Buffalo, New York. Steeped in a working-cìass background, his
matemal grandfather was a steelworker at Bethlehem Steel, his
patemal grandfathe¡ was a railroad mechanic, and his father was a
longtime union organizer aÎ Westinghouse. Nowak eamed an
undergraduate degree in Engiish from Canísius College before taking
an MFA from Bowling Green State University in Ohio (where he
would often vamoose for lveekend trips to industrial towns like Toledo
and Detroit to suwey the Rust Belt rusting). His poetic influences
include Muriel Rukeyser, Gwendolyn Brooks, Sterling Brown, and
Me¡idel LeSeur (Senchyne 2003; Pohl 2001). He currenrly lives in
New York where he is the Di¡ector of the Graduate Program in
Creative Writhg at Manhattanville College. He also edits the magazine
XCP; Cross Ctitural Poetics. Nowak is a self-proclaimed practitioner
of "an anticapitalist poetics of/upon American empire" (2006a: 240).
He is the author of tfuee poetry collectìons, all from Coffee House
Press: Revenants (2000), Shut Up Shtd Down (2004, and Coal
Mounlain Elementary (2009a). In this essay I will focus on the later
two works and their off-the-page extension into relational space.
Shut Up Shut Down and, Coal Motmrain Elementary are

intensive intenogations

of global industrial restructudng, mo\ing

cross-examinations of the deindustrialization of the US Rust Beit, and

unremitting explorations of the human costs of post-Fordist
production, consumption, and accrÌmulation. These poems constitute

an indictment of a world gone hyper-capitalist and suggest
possibilities of solidarity and resistance, of social movement
unionism. No'"vak dispenses with narrative linearity in favour of a
fiagmentary styie that angles in on labour's increasingly vexed
relationship to free-market capìtalism. Avoiding an over-smooth
poetic veneer and sidestepping the didactic, Nowak offers a
meticulous masonry of carefully placed fragments that allow the
reader to see the poems' inner constructions- as if affording an x-ray
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glimpse of the steel-beam skelelons thal bolster buildings. As he put
in one interview, he wants
ro see ho*, rhe micro-level hisrorical in.!,estigation

it

Poets have long used collage and textual appropriation as ways

oflocal economies.

wo¡king-class cültùral memory, the mate¡ialist effects of
indusrialìzarioù, etc., coultl be nlapped benealh against several
individuals"'¡emembering". (Senchy¡e 2003 )
elhnic

reguìar font. He began to make use of this method in his first book,
Revenants (2000), though it is central in his tu'o more recent wo¡ks:
Shtrt Up Shut Down (2004) and Coal Mottntain Elementaryt (2009).

to forge conversation between texts and to highlight temporai and

&

contextual discrepancies and coherencies. Nowak prefers the term
'sampling' to collage he has been quoted as saying "Africa
Bambaata and Jam Master Jay taught me to 'sample' long before Ezra
Pound did" (Hugill 2005) and he snags language from a varíerv of
sources: newspapers (e.g. Dtthtîh News-Tribune, South Chína
Morning Posr), books (e.g. David Roediger's The llages oJ
Witeness), scholarly joumals (e.g. Labor fIistotl,), elementary school
lesson plans designed by the Amerícan Coal Foundation, archived
testimony (e.g. from the Sago Mine tragedy), news repofis of mining
disasters in China, and other sources. By sampling lrom a wide range
of sources, Nowak sparks new, hybridized meanings as he consistently
shows the relational nature of seemìngly disparate texts.
In an essay for Ar{o¡zø2, Homi Bhabha argued,
The global perspective in 1492 as in 1992 rs lhe pun,ieu' ofpo*er.
The elobe shrìnks fo¡ those who o\ùn ir; for the displaced or the
disposscssed, the migßnt o¡ lhe refugee, no distance is more awesome
than the

Fig. 13: Ma¡k Nowak reading at the 2010 Split This Rock Poetry Festì\al (pholo
credtt: Jill Búzel)

A key facet of Nowak's poetry is what ârt critic Sven Lütticken
"the
an of theft". Lütticken writes.
calls
An evoh'ing and self-critical culture is unthinkable wìthoul an art of
rhefl a5 one oi ils conilrruenl elementc: quoling and appropriaiing is

ü,ay

of

a

manipul¿ting materiaÌ and int¡odÛcing difierent meanings

(2002: 90)

Norvak's poems feature pol)'vocal, pol]'textual brocades, often with
one voice,/ìext denoted by boid font, another by italics, and a third by

fe*

tèet across bordcrs or ûonrie¡s. (Bhabha 1992: 88)

Norvak's central political-poetic goal is to work with neoliberalism's
"displaced" and "dispossessed" to conftont these borders and fronriers.
ln pursuing this goal, Nowak has demonstrated commitment to
catapuiting poetry off the page and beyond the spaces w-here it is
commonly shared. Noç'ak is explicit in his desire to bring poetry to
people who don't normally consider iti "I want to be part of a larger
public conversation. I would not be happy if I was consistently
reading to audiences of poets. Expanding what literature is and who
can pârticipate is an important paÍ" (Scheiman 2009). Even his
choice of blurb write¡s reflects this: David Roediger (a historian)
penned book-jacket material lor Shut Up Shut Do*-n lt'hile Howard
Zinn (another historian) and Aihwa Ong (anthropologist) blurbed Coal
Mountain Elementary.

A

vociferous proponent of labour rvho works with unions
from the United States to Argentina to South

around the globe

-
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No*'ak has read and helped others stage his work in venues
such as union halls, labor day festivals, and anti-corporateglobalization events. He read poems ftom Sht¡ Up Shut Down at a
benefit for Labor Notes at I-IFCW 789 in St Paul, Minnesota and
'Francine Michalek Drives Bread' premiered at the UAW Local 879
union hall. His poem 'Capitalization' was staged as a protest event for
Northwest Airlines u'orke¡s on strike and he also read his work at the
annual Labor Day picnic for the AFL-CIO, as lvell as at a Teamsters
Ha1l in Milwaukee. He has staged poems ftom Shut Up Shut Down
and Coal Mountain Elementatl in a number of such unconventional
venues and he has orchestrated writing workshops with Ford
autoworkers and for unions at the Chicago Center for Working Class
Studies (Demko 2004; Nowak 2007). Nowak does all this because, as
he puts it,
post-composirionally (but aÌso pre-compositionally), these birs and
Ìr'rilirgi. these disentangÌings and ¡e-imaginings and re-organizings
m¿ls1 find a u'ay to reum to the communities ofwo¡ke¡s to whom and
ftom $'hom and of \\,hom they fin the wo¡ds of C.L-R. ]amesj
"¡ecog:rize and record". (Nowak 2007: 334, emphasis ìn original)

Such extended, structured community collaboratíon shares a great deal
with the "new genre public an" ofLacy and the open-ended relational
art of Bourriaud.

shift the scale of struggle to gain advantage, while others, favored by
an extant scale, will attempt to lock it in-" As such, "scale issues are
clearly inherent in the strategies of social movements". As a social
movement participant, Mark Nowak's work is interested in the politics
of scale. Drawing ftom the conceptual work of Raymond Wjlliams. he
has argued that his poetry and its intersections with the visual
allorved me to push towa¡d rhts "militant panicularism," a $,ay of

trying to say somethjng about the local
a rvord that ahvays
- Union Local, like my
cornotes, fo¡ me, bo.h space/¡egion and the

13
that \rill hopefully also^hoÌd potenrial for rva.vs
- global. (Senchyne 2003)'
thinking about the

N\\L' Local

oi

Nowak pursues rhe possibility of shifting scale, Fo¡ example, in April
2009, Davis & Elkins College theatre srudenrs in West Virginia
premiered Coal Motmtoin Elementary,. The campus sits a mere thirty
miles from where the Sago Mine disaster occurred in January 2006
when a coal shaft exploded and numerous miners were trapped and

ultimately died. The performance zeroes in on the emotìonal
reverberations the disaster unleashed on this West Virginia
community but it also forces the audience to consider how simila¡
yet different

disasters are happening

global as well. Such

across the
- local communities while
disasters ravage
serving

the dictates of

intemationalized capital (PBS News Hour 2009).

In an ínterview with

Progressive Radlo, Now.ak commented

regarding Coal Mottntain Elementqry thaf
The Politics of Scale

concept of space, scale should not be viewed
monochromaticaliy as different (albeit fixed) levels of analysis (e.g.
1oca1, national, global). As humar geographer Sallie Marston (2000:
220) notes, "scale is not necessarily a preordained hierarchical
framervork lor ordering the world". Rather, it is "a contingent
outcome of the tensions that exist between structural forces and the
practices of human agents". As such, scale is a social relationship
bracketed by the rules and norms of structures and institutions and
actively produced by agents working within those brackets. So, scale
both demarcates the boundaries rvhere socio-political contestation
occurs as it plays an important role in hov' these contests play out.
Geographer Byron A. Miller (2000: 18) adds, "Some actors will try to

Part of the process of rhe book vas ro get people ro hopcfully try ¡o
thlnk simullaneously across these national bo¡ders_ So as you hear this
voicc ofrhe Sago story. you're sìmultaneously seeing an underground
situation ln China. (Rothschild 2009)

As with the

t

In fact, both poe¡s featu¡ed in this pape¡ share a concem for enmeshing the
visual in thei¡ language-orìented projects, tacrrly responding ¡o Nato

Thompson's ¡ema¡k that 'lf rhe culrural sphere is visually designed then *,e
should locate and design spaces of slippage, whcre ¡hese reactive categorical
bariers a¡e broken down" (2005: 127).
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in o¡de¡ o understand its salienl leatu¡es and their mutual and b¡oader
relationships.

This is done in order
to excavate the lavers ofp¡ocess that produce panicular places and ro
see their ìnLersecdons rvith material social practices at o¡her scales of
analysis. Revealing the ernbeddedness of these practices in place and
space in tum rnvrtes the vivrd revelation cf social aûd poli¡ical
differeoce and inequaiiry.

A key concept in topographical research is the contour'line, a metaphor
Katz uses to connect pafiicular relations within larger processes:
This offers a multiiaceted r\,ay of theorizing dre connectedness of
vastly differeû! places made aÍifactùally disoere b-v r'ìIÎue of hìstory
and geogúphy bì.ìt which also reproduce themselves diffcrently amidst
they
experience. This norion of lopoglaphy involves a particular precision
and specificity that connects distant piaces and tn so doing enables rhe
inle¡ence of connection in uncha¡ted places in between. (2001a:

the common poìiticaÌ-economic and socio-cùltural processes

Fig. Ì4: Perfomance at Davis & Elkins College, April2009
(Photo credit: Lizz Clements)

Therefore, though the interrogation of similarity through difference
(and vice'r,ersa)ias well as thã willingrress to skate across spâce and

ìcale, Nou,ak attempts to provide a political-poetic antidote for
alienation, replacing the solitary with the solidary' Nato Thompson
process in its
argues thát alìenatiÀn is "a symptom of the democratic
we must
sphere,
hiitoric form. For those of us operating in the cultural
it"
within
take this legacy seriously and tactically position ourseÌves
and
take this suggestion seriously,
¡ZOOS, tzSi Ño.r'ak does indeed
his reader to do so .as well'
encourages
he
ìhrough the politics of scale,
features of relational art
dehning
This ãoherei with one ofBourriaud's
the work (2002:
informs"
and aesthetics, "lhe clemocratic concem that
57, emphasis in original).

Nou,ak achieves a scale shift through what Cindi Katz calls
"topography" as a methodology, making use of the "contour line" as a
way oÌ ci"ating telationality. Katz (2001a: 1228) asserts,
To do a topogúphy is to carry out a delaiied examiûation olsome part
ofrhe mat..iá ,uoiÌd. defined ar any scaie ftom the body lo the global'

n29)!

Recall Gupta and Ferguson's catchy shibboieth that "The presumption
that spaces are autonomous has enabled the power of topography to
conceal successfully the topography of power". The contour line is a
concrete methodological move designed to sulface power relations
while simultaneously charting what Katz cails "countertopographies"
that "link different places anal1trcally and thereby enhance struggles
ìn the name of common interests" (1230). Contour lines can help

create these "counteftopographies" through looping connectir

e,

relational tethers between places otherwise viewed as discrete. This is
not simply a fancy theoretical proposition; rather,
The larger intenr is to produce countertopogtaphies rha¡ link dilferent
places analyticaily and thereby enhance srruggles m the ¡ame of
common interests. In many ways this burlds an oppositional polirics
on the basis of situated kno$ledges. (i230)

Traditioûally, contour lÌnes used by geographers are 'lmes

of

constanr

elevadon, connecting places at ptecisely the same altirude lo reveal a ter¡ain's
three-dil¡ensional shape" (Katz 2001a: 1229). See also Karz 2001b.
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One of the central goals of such countertopographies is to galvanize
what social-movement scholars call "scale shifts", or spikes in "the

number and level of coordinated contentious âctions leading to
broader contention involving a wider range of actors and bridging
their claims and identities" (McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly 2001: 331).
In other words, scale shift is the social multiplication of boots-topavement activism.

Nowak deliberâtely drau's contour lines between sites of labour
exploitation. This happens on the page when he links Sago to China,
and on the stage as when the work was performed at Davis & Elkins
College in West Virgima. But Nowak moves beyond this textual and
performance-oriented work rvhen he links the creative writing
workshops he does with Ford autoworkers in Minnesota and their coworke¡s in tt'o Ford factories in South Africa. Nowak has clicked into
motion he calls "transnational poetry diaiogues" between workers in
these seemingly disparate, discrete Ìocations, allowing workers to
infer connections and reahze common interests. In the process, as
Bourriaud might note, he makes an effort '1o patiently re-stitch the
relational îabrtc" (2002: 36).
Nowak first organized creative Ûriting workshops with United
Auto Workers members in Minnesota, helping them to craft poems.
He drd this in 2006 as word came do$'n that the car plant would be
shuttered after eightv-one years of production. Ford bosses permitted
Nowak to enter fhe plant and laik about and write poetry with workers

between their shilìs. Then in August 2006 he travelled wùh their
poetic output to Port Elizabeth and Pretoria, South Africa where he
iacilitated extended poetry workshops (a whopping sixteen hours)
over a nvo-day period. Nowak shared the verse of UAW poets with
the membe¡s of National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa
(NUMSA), the union that represents South African car makers'
NUMSA members, in tum, responded *ith their own poetry. Nowak
made audio and video recordings of the Soùth African autou'orkers
reading and performing their work and toted these back to Minnesota
where he showed them to UAW members While US autoworkers
tended to resent their counterparts in other countries, to whom theì.r
jobs were being outsourced by Ford and other car manufacturers, this

"transnational poetry dialogue" put a human face on a process
others,ise shrouded in anonymity. Such demystificatlon helped slice

at Exper¡mentLll Geographers

through stereot)?es and oversimplifications Q.{ou'ak 2006b: 20-21t
Nowak 2009b).
Nou,ak's countertopographical work is deliberate:
\\¡orke¡s

in

the Rust

Belt

industrial \\'orkers, se¡vice r¡'orkers.

cùhural ù,orkers
need to know úat they, that ùe. a¡e not alone in
où strxggles. ü''orkers
of rhe rvorld, in South Korea and Argentina
and South Añica and coùntless points in bet*'een, are in the process
of uniting, ¡emaking and reu'riting history. Amelican workers need to
leam lessons from these st¡ùggles (Senchlne 2003)

Nowak does not overdetermine contour lines for workers
he creates
interactions vìa poetic documentary where workers can- do this for
themselves and each other. According to Nowak, at the conclusion of
the poetry workshops in South Afnca, A NUMSA member said,
This moming our com¡ade íìom NL-MSA shared rvith us an articÌe
fiom the Pretoda paper, "Ford to axe 6,000 more jobs in Nonh
America", and in the pasr'r.l'e sa*'only that numbe¡. Now. and in the
futu¡e,.,ve klow that one ofthose 6,000 is IUAW poet] Joe fCallaharl,
because r.ve have scen them, our co-wo¡kers ìn America, we have
hea.d their voìces and read the pain in ..heù \rords- And rve u,ill neve¡
see those numbe¡s ìn the same rvay again. (Nou'ak 2006b: 20)

This points to Nowak's ability to avefi the tendency to create what
Grant Kester (2004: 95) calls an "orthopedic relationship" between
afiist and coilaborator, an asymmetrical alliance whereby participants
become reliant on the afiist to actively administer the dialogue and
uncover hidden gems ofunderstanding while the particìpant assumes a
more passive, deferential role.

In describing the modem-day Global Justice Movement, Naômi
Klein delineates the terms of the struggle:
What rhey are ñghtrng ibr is the righr of local communities to have a
say in how rheir resources are used, to makc sure that the people who
live on the land beûefit direcdy from irs developmem. The campaigns
a¡e a ¡esponse not to a trade bul !o a amde-off thar is nou five hundred
years old: rhe sacriñce ofdemocratic control and self determination to
foreign investment and the panacea ofecoromic gro\.\,th. The challenge
rhey now face is to shift a discou¡se a¡ound the vague norion of
globalization into a specihc debate abou democracy. (Klein 2001: 88)
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Poet Mark Nowak should be viewed as a culture worker in a long
lineage of such discot¡¡se shifters interested in the future of ground-up,
democratic organizing and engagement.

Kaia Sand and "Pedestrian Poetics"
Kaia Sand was bom in Fairbanks, Alaska in 1972. She grew up in the
Pacific Northwest region of the United States, attending the University
of Portland where she eamed a BA in English. From there she went to
George Mason University in Virginia where she studied with political
poet Caroþ Forché and eamed her MFA in poetry. She is the author
of ¡vo poetry collections: Interval (2004) and Remember to Wave
(2010), the latter of which fully embraces experimental geography.
The Remember to Wave project has taken numerous forms, from a
book to a variety of conventional and unconventional poetry
performances to a two-mile, site-specific, multifaceted poetry walk.
The project has undergone numerous iterations and continues to
is presented. The
evolve, depending on the context in which
poetry
walk, which
paper
the
is
site-specific
iteration I focus on in this
groups
ranging
Sand has ca:ried out on numerous occasions with
between four and forty people. The walk begins in North Portland
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information, but rather an internal necessity perceived by the artist in
collaboration with his or her audience." In the research process before
the walk" Sand collaborated with librarians at the Oregon Historical
Society, city bureaucrats, county parks workers, and others to collect
and cull information as well as test theories about certain objects and
structures in the political geography of this North Portland space.
Toward the end of the poetry walk, Sand orchestrates a collaborative
impromptu poetry reading
a 'Mud Slough Ode'
that draws from
the field notes walkers jotted down on their map.5

-

-

it

(Oregon) at the Expo Center, which is located at the end of the

northbound train line. She uses a set of chimes she made from old
sports medals she obtained from a local thrift store tacked to a piece of
drift wood. (More precisely, the medals are from the annual Hood-toCoast group relay race, a subtle metaphor for Sand's poetic practice.)
She starts by ringing the chimes and handing out a map of the walk
(Sand 2009a), which includes a section for observational notes that
reads: "The political history of a place is not immediately readable. Its
present, too, is elusive. You might begin with field notes, forming a
notion of 'place' by listing some sounds, some scents." This points to
the participatory dimension of this work, which links it to "new gente
public art" in that foregrounds, audience-minded strategies of
engagement as a central dimension to its aesthetic approach and that it

it

is preoccupied with audience and how to build a two-way

communicative relationship with it. Lacy's (1995: 19) description of
"new genre public art" gels with Sand's poetics of inclusion: "The
source of these artworks' structure is not exclusively visual or political

Fig. l5: Kaia Sand rings the chimes onthe Remember to llave poetry walk, 28
September 2008 (photo credit: Jules Boykoff)

For an example of one such 'Mud Slough Ode', see Kaia Sand (2010: n.p.).
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Fig. l6: Remember to Wave poetry walk map

Sand leads her audience in a jagged fwo-mile loop that includes

an Expo Center window-peek; a silent reading of haiku written by
Japanese-Americans who were once intemed there during WWII; a
jaunt along the columbia River; a pass through an industrial park that
includes a PODS (Portable On Demand Storage units) warehouse, a
stop-off at a toxic slough; a food break of local fruit at a mysterious
stone stage in disrepair; and a pass through a meadow that used to be
home to a neighbourhood called Vanport before it flooded in 1948 and
was never rebuilt. Along the way, people pass by a range of social
spaces, from an inlet full of houseboats to a golf course to an
international racecar speedwaY.

Fig. 17: Sand reads in fiont oftoxic slough during the poetry walk.
10 January 2009 (photo credit: Jules

Boykoff;

In 1976 Ed Sanders published a shorr, manifestolike book
Investigative Poetry where he argued (1976:7, 10, 38) that ..poetry, to

go forward [...] has to begin a voyage into the description of

historical reality". To do that, Sanders encouraged poetry as historydrenched investigation, what he alternately called',history-poetry" and
"Indictment verse". Building from this foundation while chalenging
the received wisdom of the much-heralded Muse with a capital M,
Kristin Prevallet (2003) pushes the notion that .,the opposite of
inspiration is investigation" and that

._!r

J¡ues Bo)

Poels ds Experifientd[

lolt

act upon yon
instead of allowing large¡ Power smtctures aûd forces ro
by
sÙbjeclively
them^
upon
yoÙ
act
heliless'ob¡ect'
ur-u pu,,i.",

universe as
punàing -uo,o
- kno$ledge and &riting rhe story of ih€
you have
thal
and
obseñ'ations
facrs
the
oû
based
.uou ,"" it

.

colÌected.

what Sand
Prevallet advocates "relationaì poetry", which chimes u'ith
i, Ooing in that a "relational póet" realizes that "one's self and one's
po"u".- u." mutable forms, moving among the mìlltiplicílies that
i""uì*. the world" As such, "thã poet is not writing above the
but through encountered and klown mate¡ials"
i.g."
she writes'
"nuiron*.nt,
P.e"uuilet is describing the essence of Sand's work when
:po"try .utt fotg" an iivestigative matrix that charts
becomes a tool
irrationality of our moment in time" Getting your
to navigate
to
-;he
feet dirf,, is a prerequisite of investigative poetics as is¿ willingness

Buuck of
take risks and shimmy do$rl eventual dead ends As David
notes'
(BARGE)
the Bây Area Research Group in Enviro-aesthetics
often a httle gumshoe sleuthing is in order:
into lhe
crittcal research about a silc requires delecli!e uorl moring
rhe
and
clues
do$nLracl
Io
trvinP
gho.t-chasing
noi'ish realm' ol
5llcK
lorge L\enr into.ome coherent narrarl\e' ltoì "male lhe case

(Bûuck2009:ûP)

process Sand embraces investigative
;'pedestrian poetics", a tenn that relates
Doetry. or rvhat she might call
as
io Uoitt tt.t. walking thãt is integal ro Remember to l|rave as well
writìng
Her
life
her desire to both embrace anã cntique everyday
she
suggests In a
,talk
fro..., inuolu., the "ghost-chasing" Buuck
ft.t poetic p;actice at City Uníversity of New York 1n
gut"

ln her compositional

"n
September 2009, she remarked:

!ve- also cali
"!hat for me to
a¡rived
the
day
exercise of the poeiic pracnce \\¡hen
I experie¡ced the rvork as physical
guià. otft"., on th"

transformed,

if only

sLghrly,

tom

the
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By making the spatial an explicit part of her poetic practice, Sand
takes advantage of what Massey identifies as one of space's
"potentially disruptive characteristics", which is
its juxrapositton, ils

happenstance a¡¡angement-tn-relation-to-each
otlìer, olprevioùsly unconnectedûaûatiles/lempo¡alitiesl its operìness
an<l i¡s condirion of alu'ays being one ol ¡he viral moments in rhe
production of those dislocations which are necessary to the exisfence
ofrhe poli¡icai (and indeed úe ¡emporal). (Masse.v 2005: 39)

The challenge, as Sand sees it, is to maintain a concrete link to the
space in which she is working. At the same time, a central aspect of
Remember to Ilave as a poelry walk is the accentuation of "previously
unconnected nanatives/temporalities" in order to foreground the
political. If Katz's "contour lines" link places separated by physical
distance, Sand (2009b: 3) constructs "temporal tethers" that help us
see connections through time but in the same geographical location
As Lefebvre notes,
o\r¡ script Yet thls space is
prcsenl space. given as a¡ immediate

The past leaves iis fiaces; trÌ¡e has its
al,r'a-vs, no,,r' and formerly. a

whole, complete with its associations and connections

ln

their

actuaÌity. ( 1991r 37)

By unearthing suppressed histories jammed into the quiet interstices
of time, she angles in on historical contingency through spatially
oriented poetry practice.
and their connection to space
The use of "temporal tethers"
points to what Kr¡/on (2004: 166)- calls a "relationâl specificity",
-which
can hold

While composing Remember to Wave,l was very awa¡e of sho\Litlg
,f.|f .".å.-* io a space day after day after day Physically avalking
if" ,pu"" u. ão^po.ì,ion The location - ùese parking lots and
\¡''as not
biack-be¡ry-b¡ia¡ llned roads, ìts ground, its physicaliÐ/ rvas
body
lly
body
my
was
incidenraL'ro the \!ork, and nei¡her

Geogtaphers

in dialectical tension the dìsrant poles of spatiaÌ eiper-ience

[...] This means addressing the uneven conditions of adjaccncies ¿nd
disfar,ces beflceen one thing. one peason. one place. one thoLÌght, one
r?Ðr-1 to another, rather than invoking cquivalencies via one

f¡asmenr

thìig ay'er

another.6

rePetitjon

"'ulk.
inot'ledge My body kre$ $'ha! to do (Sand2009b:2)

Kùon goes on to $'rite, "Only those cultural practices that havs this rela¡ionaÌ
sensibiliry can rum local encounters into loÌlg-telm commitments and

transform passing intimacies into indelible, unretractable social marks so
¡hat ahe sequence of siles that we inhebf in ou¡ life's ûatersal does not
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Through a relational poetics Sand performs criticality in a collective
way, subtly smuggling a certain horizontality into the political-poedc,
site-specific experience. When she facilitates a collaborative,
extemporaneous poem reading near the end of the rvalk, she decentres
the experience, veenng it toward what Grant Kester (2004: 139) dubs
"dialogical aesthetics", u'hich are "based on an unconventional model

of

artistic production: collaborative rather than individual and

dialogical rather than monologically expressive".'
Contra the deterritorialization inherent to neoliberal production,

Sand /¿-teritorializes her artistìc practice, pressing concertedly
against the well-worn modemist conception of the autonomy of art
and swerving context into play as a centrepiece of he¡ work. For her,
reteüitorialization means a locational shake-up via a concerted
reshuffling of the historicai deck. Thls reterritorialization inherently
spatializes poetry, wedging open the imagination more fully to the
multiple historical narratives simultaneously at work below the water
table of common k¡owledge. And by reterritorializìng poetic
interuention she undersco¡es materiality. This chimes lvith Katz's
insistence that
lopog¡aphies a¡e thoroùghly materiai. They encompass the procasses
rhar produce landscapes as much as they do ¡he landscapes
¡heûseh'es, m¿king clea¡ the social nature of nature and the marerral
grounds of social life. (Katz 2001b: 720)

Moving laterally lrom geography to art lheory, Bourriaud asserts that
art "is no longer seeking to represent utopias; rather, it is attempting to
constïuct concrete spaces" (2002: 46). Remember to Illave should be
viewed as a prime erample of the materiai l1ric, the insistence of
presencing space through time and the contention that space and place
can rmfold through materiai poetic practice.

become genericized
ano¡hea'(2004: 166).

inio an ûndiflerentia¡ed se¡ialization, one place

after

Such "dialogical aesthetics" serve as a dìrect corrective for Bourriaùd's
obseñarion thar 'ldeolog-v exalls ¡he solitude of the crea¡ive person and
mocks all lorms of

commùity" (2002:

84).
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The Criticality of Inexpertdom
Contemporary society demands increased deference for experts and
expertise. Guy Debord once wrote that technological irutovation,s
most recent accelera¡ion

[...]

has gready reinforced spectacula¡

authonry, by surrendering everybody ro ¡hè merc¡, ofthe specralisrs,
ro
thei¡-c¡lculations and ¡o the.Jùdgments u,lich alitays depend on rhem
(1990. 12)

Tf9 rise of the hlper-mediatized polirical punditocracy jibber_
jabbenng 24-7 wíth rampant self-assurance comprises
u poi"ni _ if
often off-putting
symbol ofthis trend. The neoiiberai regìme values
- into disciplines and the tendency to leie
hyper-specialization
it to the
e\penc. a trend Kaia Sand.lices againsr.
Accordíng to sociologisr Steven Brint (1994:20), professional
life ,has changed from valuing wide-ranging ¡ack_àf_a _trades
professionals who practice ..societal truslee prófessionalism,,
to today
where rve have "consolidatíon around ih" idea of marketable
expeÍise". This shift occured in the post-WWll era and inrensified
under neolibe¡alism whereby the market banged down the barriers that
protected professional autonomy from the full_bore transfer
ofprivâresector logic
symbolized by the ready_for-action, use_value-oozine
:xpert - onto the professions. On one hand, some see experts ai
insulated from the unseemly aspects of polítics and therefbre
more
caprble of serving the general population than influencetalnted
politicíans. On the other hand, experts suffer from a penchant
for the
narrowly technìcal, or, as Brint puts it,,.expertise is now a resou¡ce
sold to bidders in the market for skilled labor,, (1994: l5). Not
only
are experts evidence of an encroaching technocracy, but iheir
r,iews
trend toward a bland centrism that appeases t-heir predominant
audiences. Brint explains it this way:
Ine sociai ralue. of erpen,. rn keeping uilh thc main
thnlsl of rhe
rationalizing process, tend to favor centralizcd control and hierarchy.
since these are associa¡ed with rhe l,ifiues ofpredjctability. fir"y
r"ná,
in addition, to favor inc¡easing levels of expén aurhoriw. s;n.ei¡i,
ü
as5ociatcd $ith lhc vinles of competenr an¿lrris ànd <lecisron.
makrrrg_. For ¡he mo.r pan. Lhc:e prclererces encáuraee
a dirmis,irc
view of policy altematrves involving decent¡alization. de-hiera¡chiza¡on
and democr¿rized panicipaljon (laq4: l4j_4ÒJ
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Thus the trend of professionalization and expeÍification can breed
intellectual narrorvness and excessive deference.
Beyond all this, and bringing it back to site-specific art
inteñ/ention, expertdom tends to encourage audience passivity, a
"trust us, r.ve're the expefis" mentality that stultihes social interaction,
thereby srÀ,erving the production ol space in an asymmetrical, hlpertechnocracy gone wild- ln het Remember 1o
rationalized direction
I,l¡ave interventions, Sand embraces the role of inexpert. She writes,
Primary to my rvork is my own inexpert stance. u'hich necessiøles
leaving rhe threads bare, the gaûnent ùûhemmed l am responsible for
thinking about histories, but commandeerìng rhem r¡'ou1d be
irresponsible. (Sand 2009b: 4)

uho u'rites about "the economy
of generically busy expertise" whereby "[t]he highly rewarded
entrepreneufial slrategy of forging ahead with an air of mastery nomatter-what spa*ms impatience for the point or gist" (2003: 51) Lost
in this approach, she wïites, are "values that encouage the necessarily
ineffi cient, methodicâlly haphazard inquiry characteristic of actually
living rvíth ideas". With this in mind, Sand (2009b: 4) asks berself
throughout her creative process, "How do I keep this process open and
investigâtive and inexpert?" In an interview with the Oregonian

talGeagraphers
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Horv do I norice
what I don't notice?

How do I no¡ice

ühat I don't kûo$

I don't notice?
Inexpen. I
norice $1th the aflention
and driftrng inattention

ofpoetry
Inexpen, I
investigete
Inexpert, I
Walk. and \r'alk.

Sand draws from poet Joan Retallack

newspaper Sand commented:

I vro¡e Reme¡nber to ,t/dr'ìe commìfted to an inexpert stance' aû open
posi¡ion where 40 malte¡ wha¡, I canno! clalm aÙthonty' and I cannot
orvn other people's e\pedences ('what ìs left open r' is left open")
And yet. refusing expertise does nol ûean that I refuse responsibility
torva¡d knorvledge

of history al]d

While on the u'alk, Sand stops the participants in front of a mysterious
rock formation nestled alongside a toxic slotÌgh. She offers hypotheses
as to lvhere the rock formation may have come from, laying bare her
investigative poetic practice of contacting cify administrators, local
archivists, and Portland historians. But, cnrcial to her practice is
leaving the door open to intetpretation and a tvorking thoagÀ with her
audience. Sand creates the oppoÍunity for people on the u'alk to join
her in hypothesis building, to stand on equal footing with her as she
decentres the relations, creating space and facilitating u'hat Mi',von
Krvon (2004: 154) considers "collective artistic praxis". This spawns a
certâin amount of unpredictability and openness a control freak's
nightmare as it builds the model of poem as "spatial
configuration". Massey (2005: 1 t l) notes,

contempora4' conditions tllat

challenge justice. The debl toward such kno&ledge is eûdless' but not
in a guilt-ridden, unproductl\'e $'ay. One keeps tryiog. (Shaw 2010)

This approach presses against neoliberalism's dictates for streamlining
and ef1ìciency.

The tone of such conceÍed inexpertdom is set from the outset
Participants on fhe Remember ro ,fave poelry walk find the following
poem on their map/pamphlet (Sand 2009a), a poem that also appears
àt the beginning of Remember to l/aue, the book (Sand 2010):

In spatial configurations. otleru,ise unconûecred na¡ratives ma).' be
broughr ìnto contac!, or previously connected otÌes mav be rv¡enched
apart. Therc is ahvavs an element of "chaos". This is rhe chance of
space

[...]

Space as the closed system

of the

essential secrion

p.esupposes (guarantees) the singùiar unive¡sal. But in rhis orher
spatiaily diUèrenr remporalities and differeor voices Ìnusr $,ork out
means of accommodarion. The chance ofspace must be responded to.

By blending poetry and place, Sand shows that the creation of

meaning is like the construction of space itself: unirxed, contingent,
multiple. Through this process, she succumbs to rvhat Kester (2004:
13, 54) calls "rulnerable receptivity" with her fellou'walkers turned
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collaborators. This insistence on interaction and physicality leads to
what Kester sees as "the catalyzation ofthe viewer", nhich

maintainrng a place in rhe fìLnding hierarchy. or maintaining pres¡ige-
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decisively shifts rhe locus of aesthetic meaning Aom the momeltr

of

c¡eativc pleniude in .he solitary act of making (o¡ the viewer's
imaginarive reconsÍlct1on ofthis act) to a social and discùÌsive ¡ealm
olshared experience, dialogue, and physical movement.

Such openness and movement

both physical and figuratil,e

into the unknown are central dimensions to her s'ork.

movement
Yet Sand does not sacrifice exactitude on the altar of chance
and openness. A meticulous research regimen is a key dimension to
her processes of composition and ¡evision. Writing about visual
artists, Michael Godfrey obserues in his essay 'The Artist as
Historian' that
Coning ro histo¡ical represeûration outside the conte\t of academic
history, and aware ofrhe criuques made ofthis discipline, the artlst ¿s
historian is able !o work uith a melhodological 1ìeedom and creativity
r.vithout sacrihcing rigor. (2007. 1ó9-70)

outside the constrictions of academia and the
of the gallery circuit can be eye-opening
potentially
emancipatory.
Thrs is an epistemology of accretion
and
produced collectively, not thunderclap epiphany imperiously induced
by an artistic interloper.
Sand's open poetic pmctice thal embraces contingency and the
possibility of chaos chimes with recent work of the Critical Alt
Ensemble (2001: 8, 9), which also eschews the "expeÍ" moniker.
Instead they coin the term "tactical media practitioner" as someone
rvho moves beyond theorizing and academicizing to create
"participatory events that demonstrate the critique through an
erperientiai process". The "tactical media practitioner" explicitly
prefers amateurism to experldom since, they contend,

In fâct, operating

professíonalized itinerancy

Amateurs have the ability to see th¡ough ¡he domlnant paradigms, a¡e
freer ro recombine elements ofparadigms thoûght long dead, and can
apply everyday life expefience to theû deliberations. Most ln'ìponant,
ho\.vcver. âmaLeùr's are not iÂlesred in institutio¡alized syslems of
klorvledge productron and policy construction, aûd hence do not have

r¡resisdble lorces guidrng the ou¡come

of their

process sûch

as

capital.

Sand has argued that the relatively marginal state of poetry in US
culture can actually be a plus: "Because poetry is marginalized in our
society, it provides a piace to speak out about the imbalances and
injustices of power" (Bentley 2010). In her politicai-poetic practice,
Sand chooses to tactically embrace amateurism as a way ro open the
artistic field in the name ofthe production of space.

Conclusion
Eileen Myles (2009) has argued that we need an entirely ne*-word for
poetry. In this essay I make the more modest contention that poetry
or at leasl an active segment of the contemporary poetry world that is
interested in poetical-political investigation
needs a new theoretical
- ofpoetry only peck at
approach since conventional, literary definitìons
the surface of analysis. Usually it is visual and performance aft that
are discussed in terms of site-specificity and spatial intewention. yet
poets are elbou'ing their rvay into site-specilìc interventionist practice
rooted in spatial politics, and we can gain a deeper understanding of
these politicai-poetic practices by adopting geographical discourse
rooted in spatial politics and art theory discourse u'ith its insights into
site-specificity. Much of the language used to analyze afi can be
and should be
applied to and integrated into poetics. For ìns1ance,
the corments by T. J. Demos regarding the site-specific anisricinterventionist work of Ayreen Anastas aûd Rene Gabri called the
Camp Campaign
could apply equally to the work of Nou,ak and
Sand:

-

Bl, refusing ¡he easy solutron and consurnption ofthe polirical slogan.
the propagandistic Ìogo, rhe media sound bne. and the actilist poster.
Anastas and Gabri disavorved the aùrhoritative rhetoric thar closes
do$n thìnking and crirical conremplation. that negares sharing jn the
act of interpretation throughout rhe ptocess of creation and reception.
Rerainir € rhr rmbipuit) and coû'p e\iD of rhcir sLrbjecr 1as rrell às rhc
ambigLtiry of rhe añists- ¡elatìon to ir), rhe.v resist e faÌse clarity, and
by doing so, Camp Campaign creares the terns of irs paniciparory
mode, eveû as it shares the arlists'research. aûalvsis. and co¡clùsionr
(Demos 2008: 88-89)
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Similarly, Thompson's pithy, dialectical definition of "experimental
geography" relates directly to the spatial-poetic work of Nowak and
Sand: "The core idea at the heart of experimental geography is that we
make the."lorld and, in hrm, the world makes us" (Thompson 2009:
15). The interventionary rvork of these poets embraces a polyvalent
multiplicity in tems of form, contenl, and context that meshes with
the pollvalence and multiplicity inherent in the production of space
Both poets take seriously Reginald Shepherd's normative plea that
"poems are, or should be, experiences in themselves, and not just
accounts of or commentaries on experience; they should be additions
to the world, not simply annotations to it" (2008: 13). For these poets,
the reduction of poetry to only static on-the-page consumption or the
rote experience of the u'hite-cubed poetry reading miss the spatialexperiences
politics boat. Poems can be complex ercn difficult
that through the production of space reshape how we know and feel.
As Massey puts it, "You are not just traveling through space ol across
it, you are altering it a hnle. Space and place emerge through acti\e
material practices" (2005: 18).
If art can, in the words of Bourriaud (2002: 78), be "an
instrument of emancipation [...] a politicai tool aimed at the liberation
of forms of subjectivity", poets should not be left out in the cold. Roth
Norvak and Sand re-script the relationship between performer and
audience as they explore difference through connection and
connection through difference. Their actions transpire largely outside
the locus of commercial transaction and highly marketized relarions,
as they erplore the poetics and politics of place, taking seriously
Massey's assertion (2005: 141) that "the throwntogethemess of place
denands negotìation". Since places are not "pre-given" and fixed,
they
necessitate invention; they pose

a

chalJenge. They inplicare us,

periorce, in the iives of human others, and in our relations with
ronhjmans rh<) a.k holr $e shall rcspond to our ternporan meetireup wrrh these particular rocks and stones and trees They require thar'
in one $'ay or another, rle conftont the challenge ofthe negotlation of
multipliciry.

Both Nowak and Sand step up to this challenge, linkíng arms with
others in the hope that they too rvill help collectively foment insrugent
countertopographic, counterhegemonic altemalives that fofify and

Poets as ExperunenÍal
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advance our common interests as part of what Klein (2001: 89) calls

"a movement of radical change, committed to a single world u'ith
many *'orlds in it, that stands for 'the one no and the many yesses"'.
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